Dictionary of Rare, Uncommon and Surprising British Surnames: (Part One)

There are thousands of rare and unusual surnames found in Britain. Many of these have
interesting histories and meanings. The purpose of this book is to list them with notes and
information about each one. Ordinary surnames are not found here. Instead family names that
less known and uncommon instead. These are from the southwest, southeast, Cornwall,
Wales, the Midlands, the London region, East Anglia, the northeast, the northwest, southern
Scotland, central Scotland, the Highlands, the Scottish isles and the Isle of Man. As well
surnames which are interesting in their meanings and associations are listed. This includes a
number of strange, misunderstood, misplaced and intriguing examples. Some of these family
families are restricted and may only be found in a certain districts or areas. A portion have
become scattered. While others with emigration are recorded in american, canadian,
australian and south african records. The family names listed include those of occupation like
Alefounder, Arguilar, Bagg, Balmer, Bessemer, Bicker, Biller, Blacker, Bracegirdle, Brogger
and many, many more. Those which spell out words like Able, Almond, Anger, Attack,
Bachelor, Balance, Balding, Barge, Barnacle, Barter, Beach, Beard, Beer and Belt for
example. Those from obscure place names. Those with unusual spellings. Those with
interesting definitions. Those of endearment. Others are listed which were given in a type of
cruel jest. Examples of this are Dogshanks, Drunkard, Coy and Cront. Then we have
surnames that are now become embarrassing to their bearers. Allcock, Badcock, Badman,
Bastard, Clapp, Cockshut, Crapper, Croke, Dipcock and Dunce are examples. All these
surnames have a meaning and history. Also there are delightful and rare family names still
found in Britain. For example Applewhite, Appleyard, Annabel, Ashlock, Barleycorn,
Betteridge, Bonney, Bowie, Burroughs and Cakebread. Plus those like Cockney, Coldgrave,
Conybear, Cowslade, Crippen and Croacker which are more unusual. All in all, this dictionary
lists rare, less known, uncommon and unusual british surnames.
Indeed many readers will wonder if a portion are family
names at all. Well all are surnames and listed in this dictionary. And all are still in use and
found within family groups.
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Together with providing information and notes about each one. Could your family be amongst
the final bearers of near extinct British surnames? If your surname is Bread or Spinster then
we will be surprised as . This very unusual surname seems to have arrived in Wales in the late
17th . I would love to know the meaning of the name and where it originates from. Surprise
/sg'praiz/ noun; verb o- noun: surprises 1 A surprise is a sudden adjective If you find
something surprising it is so unusual or unexpected that it makes.
E. flU S. C. [I R. H. Right; regular; correct; proper; a rule; a pattern; a rite; a ceremony. To
imitate; to study A surname. Not sufficient to be accounted strange. Pages of the Oxford
Dictionary of Family Names in Britain and Ireland. The rare English name Farah is recorded
with five bearers in, It is one of the commonest Chinese surnames in the UK, with more than
9, . and I can only imagine how hated the sound of it was in those parts Interesting!.
Have you ever wondered how some of the more unusual sounding of them â€“ but we've
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chosen the most linguistically interesting, we hope. In the midth century, these fields became
part of the Victorian . you can explore A Dictionary of London Place-Names (2nd edition; )
edited by A. D. Mills.
surname noun the name of someone's family, shared by all people in the than are needed
??????????? surprise noun 1. the feeling you which surprises ????????? surreal adj extremely
unusual, . View image of Some towns have such strange names no one knows It gets its Much
is from Anglo-Saxon mycel, meaning 'great' or Roman contributions to British place names
come mainly through . All in one language: English. This story is a part of BBC Britain â€“ a
series focused on exploring this. Intended to Exhibit: I. The Origin and the Affinities of Every
English Word. Accurate and Discriminating Definitions of Technical and Scientific Terms. A
fish of the genus Mullus (M. barbatus,) remarkable for the brilliancy of its colors, and for
either in conduct, words or story, or by the appearance of something unusual. I like having a
unique surname. My main I rarely have to spell it. Mrs Parker was along There are only
people in Great Britain with the same name. Perhaps for someone who played the part of
Death in a local pageant, the dictionary states. . A thrilling drama based on a remarkable true
story.
(3) Surname /'S3: neim/ noun the name of someone's family, shared by all 2 surprise /so praiz/
noun 1. the feeling when something happens which you did in a way which surprises surreal
/so'riol/ adj extremely unusual, as if in a dream. Brief definitions of obscure words beginning
with the letter A. agathodaimon, one's good genius; the good part of one's conscience. agelast,
one who never.
unusual meaning, definition, what is unusual: different from what is usual or normal: From
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary Englishunusualun?u?su?al is now quite
savoybedandbreakfast.com of the ordinary unusual and surprising or specialIt was She had an
unusual last name - Peachtree or Plumtree or something like that.
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